
MEMORIALS

WHAT IS A MEMORIAL

A memorial is a permanent symbol of  remembrance
and is the traditional way of  paying tribute to a relative
or friend who has died. Our experienced team will be
able to help you choose the right memorial and advise
you through the whole process to ensure that the
finished product is to your requirements. At all stages
our clients can, if  they wish, inspect the memorial
prior to it being placed on the grave.



MEMORIALS

CHOOSING A MEMORIAL

There are several factors to consider; local regulations
may dictate some or all of  these. Firstly choose the
style (headstone, book, tablet or kerbset). Choose a
type of  stone, a font for the lettering and any additional
carving or design. Lastly decide upon the actual
inscription. If  you see a memorial you like the look of
in a local cemetery, we are very willing to inspect and
reproduce it for you.

ORDERING

With new memorial work, we prefer to discuss your
requirements at one of  our offices, where we can show
samples of  stone and lettering. We would then provide
a full estimate of  all costs and once approved, proceed
with gaining permission for the memorial from the
cemetery or churchyard regulatory body. Once this
has been obtained, we would order the blank stone
which, depending on colour and finish, may take up to
14 weeks to arrive. During this time we would provide
proof  drawings of  the inscription where appropriate
and once the stone has been received, complete the
inscription and fix, as soon as weather and ground
conditions permit.

This whole process can take up to 14-16 weeks 
to complete, depending on the complexity of  
the memorial. With this in mind it is advisable to
commence the ordering process well ahead of  a
particular date or occasion for completion. Work 
to existing memorials will take much less time to
complete.

MEMORIAL PROCEDURES

Customer Enquiry

Quote and Print 
Proof sent to client

Quote and Proof
accepted

Permission Applied For
(this can take 3-4 weeks
and the stone cannot 
be ordered until

permission is granted) 

Permission Granted

Stone Ordered
(this can take up to

16 weeks)

Stone Delivered

Stencil Cut

Stone Sandblasted

Paint

Fix

Phone or write to client
advising completion



MEMORIALS

TYPES OF MEMORIAL

The majority of  memorials consist of  natural
materials – stone, slate, marble and granite – which
are able to withstand the elements for many years, are
strong and durable and can be shaped and
personalised to a client’s wishes.

CREMATED REMAINS MEMORIALS

Many cemeteries and churchyards have an area for the
burial or scattering of  cremated remains. These
memorials are often smaller in size and may be of  a
flat tablet/wedge tablet/desk tablet style or vase.

HEADSTONES

These are available in a wide variety of  sizes, shapes
and finishes and, once the inscription has been chosen,
can be personalised further by adding photographs or
designs.

KERB SETS AND LARGER MEMORIALS

In some cemeteries and churchyards, permission may
be granted to erect larger memorials. These are
supplied, as are all headstones, with full anti-
subsidence platforms and the use of  rustless dowels
into all possible mortar joints to improve the strength.

EXISTING MEMORIALS

Our team are able to clean, renovate and add
inscriptions to all memorials. We safely store
memorials that have been removed to allow new
burials to take place and, following instructions from
our client, are able to carry out additional work and
the refixing of  the completed memorial.

REGULATIONS

Cemeteries and churchyard authorities have set
guidelines that limit the size, nature of  stone, finish,
design and inscription of  the memorial. We can advise
you on these and prior to ordering the stone, will
submit a written application to the church or cemetery
office on your behalf  for approval.

There is general concern about the safety of
memorials in our churchyards and cemeteries. There
have been injuries caused by memorials falling onto
individuals. To prevent further accidents, fixing
practices have been applied that include a device that
will allow the memorial to be taken apart but prevent
the memorial from toppling over. We incorporate these
devices, where appropriate, in all of  our memorials.
When a memorial is removed for a burial to take place
often the cemetery regulations require modification for
one of  these devices to be fitted.



MEMORIALS

LETTERING

We specialise in sandblast lettering and offer a range
of  styles and fonts. Clients are provided with a proof
drawing for approval prior to marking the stone. We
can also offer traditional hand cut lettering or produce
lead lettering to match that on existing memorials.
Lettering can be left as cut, painted or gilded to suit
the stone colour. We offer a range of  inscribed,
standard designs or clients can provide their own.

UPRIGHT HEADSTONES

These come in an almost infinite variety of  sizes,
shapes and finishes. We display many at our premises
to aid the client in designing the required memorial.
Once the type of  finish of  the headstone and
inscription, along with font, has been chosen, the client
can inspect the memorial prior to erection on the
grave should they wish.

A SELECTION OF HEADSTONE SHAPES

A SELECTION OF HEADSTONE BASE SHAPES
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Caxton Bold
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Optica Bold
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Times Bold
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abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz



STONE

GRANITE

Granite is commonly used for its decorative and hard wearing properties. Although granite is widely used, we source
polished granite memorials from Asia and the far east. It can be polished, honed or left with a rustic finish.

RUBY RED

REGAL GREY

BLACK

IMPERIAL GREEN

SILVER GREY BLUE PEARL

EMERALD PEARL

KARIN GREY CORN GREY TRURO GREY

Colours are for representation only and will change according to the finish polished/honed/rustic.



STONE

OTHER STONE TYPES

There are several types of  marble and limestones commonly used in memorial masonry. These tend to weather to
allow a more natural look after two to three years. Marble and Nabresina are not permitted in churchyards.

Colours are for representation only and will change according to the finish polished/honed/rustic.

WHITE

SANDSTONE

YORKSTONEDOVE GREY GREEN GREY

PURBECK STONE NABRESINA
(ITALIAN)

PORTLAND STONE

LIMESTONE

SLATEMARBLE – CALCITE STONE



DESIGNS

SANDBLAST DESIGNS

In addition to an inscription you may consider some additional message to be conferred by the memorial through
an image or picture. In addition to those below we can offer a bespoke service for most subjects. There are
additional carvings options for the churchyard style memorials.

BIRD

FUCHSIA

DAISY

BOOK DAFFODILS 
AND CROSS

ROSE 4

ROSE 8

RAF WINGS

ROSE 2

SHAMROCK

CROSS 1 CROSS 2

CROSS 3 CROSS 4



DESIGNS

EASINGTON DOVE

GOLDEN RETRIEVER

BEVERLEY MADONNABURNBY PRAYING HANDS

SNOW DROPS LAST SUPPER

LASER AND HAND CARVED DESIGNS

10x10 HEART10 CIRCLE8x10 OVAL



TABLETS AND VASES

TABLETS AND VASES

AB1

AB6 AB7Available in any stone material

AB4AB3

AB5

AB2



GRANITE

GRANITE HEADSTONES

AB8

AB10

AB9

AB11



GRANITE

AB15

AB12

AB13

AB14



GRANITE

AB16

AB19

AB17

AB18



GRANITE

AB22

AB20

AB23

AB21



GRANITE

AB24 AB25

AB26 AB27



CHURCHYARD STYLE

CHURCHYARD STYLE MEMORIALS

We can supply the following stones in any of  the limestone, marble and sandstone colours.

AB28

AB30

AB29
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CHURCHYARD STYLE

AB33

AB31

AB32



CHURCHYARD STYLE

AB34 AB35

AB36



CHURCHYARD STYLE

AB38

AB39

AB37



CHILDRENS

AB40

AB42

AB43

AB41



CHILDRENS

AB44

AB45

AB46

AB47



kERB STONES

We have many different types available.

AB48

AB49

AB50

AB51



GRAVE INFILLS

COBALT BLUE GLASS GREEN GLASS ICE WHITE GLASS WHITE QUARTZ

POLISHED PEBBLES SLATE GREY GRANITE WHITE MARBLE

EBONY DARK BLUE EMERALD CLEAR



GARDEN MEMORIALS

AB52
AB53

AB55

AB54

AB56

Also suitable for your beloved pet.



BIRD BATHS AND PLANTERS



FREqUENTLY ASkED qUESTIONS

WHY DON’T YOU HAVE A FULL PRICE LIST WITH
YOUR BROCHURES? 

Because we can supply any style of  headstone, in
many different coloured stones, it would be impossible
to create a price list of  each headstone in every colour.

WHY HAS MY MEMORIAL TAKEN LONGER THAN
EXPECTED?

The majority of  headstones are completed well within
the 12-14 weeks estimated time, even though most
supplies come from India and China. Unfortunately,
some more unusual coloured stones take longer to
arrive and we advise customers if  this is the case. 

WHY CAN’T YOU JUST REMOVE/ERECT
A STONE FROM A CEMETERY/CHURCHYARD
IMMEDIATELY?

We are bound by the regulations governing
cemeteries/churchyards. No work can proceed until
we have officially obtained permission from the
regulatory body for that particular
cemetery/churchyard.

WHY DOES A HEADSTONE NEED
AN ANCHOR SYSTEM?

In the interest of  health and safety, a change in
regulations (issued in 2005) for cemeteries and
churchyards now requires headstones to be fixed with
an anchor system approved by the National
Association of  Monumental Masons. This system is
designed to allow headstones to move, but to prevent
them from toppling over completely. 

WHAT DOES IT MEAN IF STONE IS SAID TO BE
POLISHED OR HONED?

This normally applies to Granite that can either be
polished to a mirror-like finish or, to an egg-shell like
finish.

CAN I PERSONALISE A MEMORIAL USING MY
OWN ARTWORK DESIGN OR PHOTOGRAPHS?

Yes, we can personalise your memorial with our or
your own designs.

WHAT WORDING SHOULD BE ON THE
MEMORIAL?

The choice of  wording on the memorial can be the
most personal thing of  all and much thought should
be given to this.



GRAVE TENDING

Many of  our clients have expressed a need to ensure
that graves throughout our area are maintained in their
absence at a frequency and on a date stipulated by
them (and with a photographic record of  the condition
before and after the visit).

This service works closely with our memorial masonry
team to ensure that each memorial is regularly
inspected so that damage or remedial work is
identified and reported to clients. 

ON EACH VISIT WE WILL:

• Lightly clean (soap and water) the memorial

• Clean all memorial pots.

• Remove all dead flowers, plants and leaf  litter

• Trim and edge grass

• Lightly prune any bushes or shrubs

• Place fresh seasonal flowers into the existing grave
vase.

• Provide before and after photographs and report on
the memorial.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS:

• Christmas Holly Crosses and Wreaths

• Replacement vases and flower holders

• Planting of  bulbs

• Planting of  seasonal plants / heathers

• Adding of  top soil

• Turfing work

• Relevelling of  memorial

• Replace chippings

• Full chemical / mechanical cleaning

• Full remedial work to memorial

Knowing that a loved ones grave looks respectable and
dignified gives security and peace of  mind. 




